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FIM Europe Non-Sporting Council in Rome/Fiumicino (Italy)

The FIM Europe Non-Sporting Council was held today in Rome/Fiumicino (Italy) and was pre-
ceded by the four Non-Sporting Commission Meetings: “Public Affairs and Road Safety”, “En-
vironment”, “Marketing, Promoting and Industry” and “Touring”.

“We have evaluated the good work made in 2016, especially in improving our communication
strategy, starting from the relaunch of the FIM Europe website, which has been completely
renewed and now is very user-friendly, as well as the FIM Europe Magazine, and increasing
our presence at European level”, FIM Europe Vice-President Silvio Manicardi stated. “We’ve
just finished our meetings and I can inform about excellent results”.

“I’m very satisfied with the results of today”, stated Dr Wolfgang Srb, FIM Europe President.
“The beyond sport activities gain importance and momentum by the day and are an essential
second pillar. Political decisions and legislation have an enormous impact on the sport and
riding in general, so we have to be as close as possible to these decision makers. We need
to join forces with the major players in this field; therefore I am very happy about our close
cooperation with FEMA (Federation of European Motorcyclists Associations). Mr Morten Han-
sen, chair of the FEMA - FIM Europe co-operation group, was present today and gave valuable
inputs”.



Public Affairs and Road Safety Commission, chaired by Jean-Pierre Moreau

The Chairman introduced Mr Morten Hansen, Chair of the FEMA-FIM Europe co-operation group,
who was invited to participate to the meeting. Mr Jean-Pierre Moreau was happy to point out
that “this cooperation works better and better and gives us the possibility to be stronger”.
Among various current questions, the Commission focused on the issue of the motorcycle as
part of everyday transport, on clothing standards and Euro 5, which is planned for 2020, new
technologies, autonomous vehicles and ITS. The Commission also proposed a new format for
the Road Safety Conference to be held in Rome and finished with a discussion on electric mo-
torcycles and electrical assisted bicycles. Electric bicycles include a new category of fast ma-
chines which has the same performance as a moped and so is of interest of FIM Europe. 

Environment Commission, chaired by Adamo Leonzio

The Commission decided to tighten the relationship with the environmental stewards in two
ways: creating a direct contact with them and asking FIM for FIM Europe to participate in the
environmental seminars. 
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Also, the Commission will invite everyone in FIM Europe to follow good example of the Track
Racing Commission, which introduced a paragraph about the environment in their code. The
Commission will work with the Public Affairs and Road Safety colleagues to ensure that issues
that affect the environment by road motorcycles are not forgotten. 

The Commission will increase its communications from FIM Europe to the Federations. 

Marketing, Promotion and Industry Commission, chaired by Stjin Rentmeesters 

The Marketing Commission analysed the new FIM Europe website and prepared proposals
for additional features to be added soon. The Commission is working on a video presentation
for FIM Europe and planning the launch of an FIM Europe webstore with merchandising. An
electronic entry system for all the European sporting events has been proposed too. 

Touring Commission, chaired by Nils Freivalds

The Commission has recognized the support provided by the FIM Europe General Secretariat
and FIM to run Tour Assistant Training, which has given positive results. There are several
cases where the Tour Assistants involved in service provision have been recognized by travel
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agencies that organize
motorcycle tours. FIM
Europe Tour Assistant
Certificates appear to
be valued by travel bu-
sinesses. Some of the
Tour assistants have
been engaged to pro-
vide motorcycle tours.
There is positive news
for the year 2017 as
well, the Tour Assistant
Training will be again
supported by FIM financially and the Commission looks forward to another Tour Assistant
training in August. A venue in Germany is being sought in order to cover central Europe and
engage individuals from Federations in that region. 

A Motorcycle Friendly Hotel project is also being developed as the new FIM Europe internet
site is more user-friendly and provides the possibility to promote hotels.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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